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Jaimini system of astrology is fascinating method. It is a great predictive tool for astrologers.

Combined with Parasara system we can double check the horoscope and give good

predictions. Jaimini sutras have been interpreted differently by scholars and thus the practical

use is difficult. This book gives a practical approach to Jaimini predictions. Secrets of predicting

are revealed for the first time. Important Jaimini dasha are discussed along with example

charts and events. A separate chapter on Argala gives the practical use of it with example.

Basic concept of Jaimini is explained in simple way. This will help even the beginners to

understand Jaimini. The author being an engineer presents the approach in step by step

method without leaving doubts. The book will meet the demands of serious astrology

students.Vinod Prakash Goel is a former officer of the Indian Engineering Services and has

served the Ministry of Defense, Government of India. He also held senior managerial positions

with private companies in India and abroad before setting up a business in engineering,

manufacturing and contracting. V.P. Goel is an M.Tech. from IIT Kharagpur and B.Sc.

Mechanical Engineering (Honors) from Banaras Hindu University. In the years 1999 and 2000,

he was awarded the Gold Medals for Jyotish Alankar and Jyotish Acharya at the Institute of

Astrology, Bhartiya Vidya Bhavan, New Delhi. V.P. Goel has been teaching Vedic Astrology for

many years.He has written several books on varied subjects in Jyotish.Comprehensive
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“I could not agree more with the premise of this well-written book. I truly believe that more

women in positions of power would do much to alter the political landscape for the good. We

men seemed to have messed things up. . . . let’s give the ladies a chance.” — Graham Nash, of

Crosby, Stills, and Nash“The Secret Life of Lady Liberty is a rich, thoughtful, and fascinating

excursion into many of the concepts, ideas, and ideologies that have influenced thoughts of

freedom throughout humanity. It examines how we have struggled with various kinds of

freedom and have been forced to weigh them against other values. This work of Hieronimus

and Cortner is truly a cultural tour de force.” — Barry Moreno, historian at the Statue of Liberty

National Monument“A feminist and multi-ethnic history of the Statue of Liberty is way overdue.

This account, which sparkles with insights, evokes the work of Katya Miller on the statue atop

the U.S. Capitol dome. Both histories help complete the record. This work, which provides a

new lens on our history, is a unique history of rediscovery that I hope will reconfirm our nation’s

responsibility to foster freedom for all peoples (resisting patriarchy, assisting peace), in the

tradition of the Statue of Liberty as a symbol for empowerment.” — Bruce E. Johansen, Ph.D.,

professor, University of Nebraska at Omaha“Who would have imagined that you could draw our

country’s entire history through the iconic image of Liberty gracing the New York Harbor?

That’s precisely what the authors do in this engaging and well-documented journey through the



long-neglected outtakes of our past. The exploration of Native American and feminist history

and values, combined with contemporary scientific research, lead us to envision a sustainable

future where liberty indeed prevails.” — Sally Roesch Wagner, Ph.D., executive director of The

Matilda Joslyn Gage Foundation“The Secret Life of Lady Liberty ranges through history,

biology, mythology, and politics to investigate the meaning--and the power--of the Statue of

Liberty; enjoyable to read, stimulating, and sometimes inspiring.” — Elaine Pagels, Ph.D.,

professor of religion at Princeton University and author of The Gnostic Gospel“This book is an

eye opener! Much of our history has been edited out of what we’ve been taught, giving us a

distorted view not only of our past but of the possibilities for our future. By revealing how the

power to give and nurture life symbolized by female figures inspired many of our democratic

ideals, this wonderful book enlightens and empowers us at this critical time when we urgently

need new ways of thinking about our world.” — Riane Eisler, author of The Chalice and the

Blade“The words on the Statue of Liberty base: ‘Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled

masses yearning to breathe free . . .’ reflect indigenous and feminine values of nurturing,

caretaking, welcoming; ‘I lift my torch . . .’ a symbol of bringing light and consciousness. I

marvel at the weave, depth, coverage, and yet readability of this very well-researched book.

How wonderful it would be to have a couple of its chapters excerpted into a text for American

history, a high school required course.” — Jean Shinoda Bolen, M.D., author of Goddesses in

Everywoman“The Secret Life of Lady Liberty is an in-depth, intriguing, and insightful

examination of mythic, spiritual, social justice, and political dimensions of Lady Liberty as

Goddess of Freedom and Her connections with other iconic Divine Feminine forms in the USA

and beyond.” — Selena Fox, senior minister and high priestess of Circle Sanctuary and

founder of the Lady Liberty L“As the daughter of a Clan Mother, a true matriarch and

descendant of those intrepid women leaders of the famed Iroquois Confederacy, I deeply

appreciate the work of Hieronimus and Cortner in bringing to light the central role of those we

call ‘lifegivers.’ For those around the world seeking the source of feminism, life, liberty, and

justice for all, I highly recommend The Secret Life of Lady Liberty.” — Joanne Shenandoah,

Ph.D., Haudenosaunee (Iroquois Confederacy) and Grammy Award--winning singer“No other

figure today exemplifies patriotic esotericism more than Robert Hieronimus--and in this

historical feast of a book he and his longtime collaborator Laura Cortner lay out a vision of the

meaning, myth, and purpose behind America’s most iconic symbol. The authors sweep away

conspiracism and in its place leave us with a resplendent vision of the centrality of Lady Liberty

in our inner life and ideals as one people united.” — Mitch Horowitz, PEN Award-winning

author of Occult America“This book takes an important step by pointing out that goddess

traditions need to be examined and revised for what they can teach us in this age of male

domination and the exploitation of nature. Filled with fascinating historical facts and

mythological sagas, this work points the way toward an extension of the American Revolution

to social and spiritual changes that are crucially needed in the 21st century. This book is rooted

in the past but, like the torch of Lady Liberty itself, is a beacon meant to illuminate the future.”

— Stanley Krippner, Ph.D., coauthor of Personal Mythology“There are many books on

women’s struggle for equality but most of them ignore the actual roots of this worldwide

movement. Hieronimus and Cortner set the record straight. This is a remarkable story told with

style, humor, and keen insights based upon exceptional scholarship. A new pillar in the study of

the struggle for women’s rights.” — Douglas George-Kanentiio, Akwesasne Mohawk and vice

president of the Hiawatha Institute for IndigenoThe French sculptor Auguste Bartholdi drew on

many sources for his creation of the Statue of Liberty, gifted by France to the USA and erected

on Liberty Island in New York Harbor, the construction completed in 1886. In his research,



Bartholdi visited the USA and came to understand the status of women and their reverence in

Native American societies. This is a subject dear to the hearts of Dr Robert Hieronimus and

Laura Cortner, long-time associates in alternative radio and authorship (see The United

Symbolism of America, 15/05). The authors reveal that when Native American leaders were in

peace negotiations with European settlers, they asked "Where are your women?" They already

had a goddess culture, and its symbolism along with that of Neolithic, Greek, Roman, British

and other models inspired the sculptor to create a Lady Liberty to personify America and her

destiny. In fact, in the early days of the colony an American goddess was emerging in public

art. The Statue served to embrace the nation and provide a conscience, and its symbolism was

taken up by women's suffrage activists and the later feminist movement. This captivating book,

with a wealth of archival material, restates the importance of women and their intrinsic roles in

peacekeeping, nurturing and environmental stewardship--roles that need to be shared between

the sexes. — NexusAbout the Author“I could not agree more with the premise of this well-

written book. I truly believe that more women in positions of power would do much to alter the

political landscape for the good. We men seemed to have messed things up. . . . let’s give the

ladies a chance.” (Graham Nash, of Crosby, Stills, and Nash)“The Secret Life of Lady Liberty is

a rich, thoughtful, and fascinating excursion into many of the concepts, ideas, and ideologies

that have influenced thoughts of freedom throughout humanity. It examines how we have

struggled with various kinds of freedom and have been forced to weigh them against other

values. This work of Hieronimus and Cortner is truly a cultural tour de force.” (Barry Moreno,

historian at the Statue of Liberty National Monument)“A feminist and multi-ethnic history of the

Statue of Liberty is way overdue. This account, which sparkles with insights, evokes the work of

Katya Miller on the statue atop the U.S. Capitol dome. Both histories help complete the record.

This work, which provides a new lens on our history, is a unique history of rediscovery that I

hope will reconfirm our nation’s responsibility to foster freedom for all peoples (resisting

patriarchy, assisting peace), in the tradition of the Statue of Liberty as a symbol for

empowerment.” (Bruce E. Johansen, Ph.D., professor, University of Nebraska at Omaha)“Who

would have imagined that you could draw our country’s entire history through the iconic image

of Liberty gracing the New York Harbor? That’s precisely what the authors do in this engaging

and well-documented journey through the long-neglected outtakes of our past. The exploration

of Native American and feminist history and values, combined with contemporary scientific

research, lead us to envision a sustainable future where liberty indeed prevails.” (Sally Roesch

Wagner, Ph.D., executive director of The Matilda Joslyn Gage Foundation)“The Secret Life of

Lady Liberty ranges through history, biology, mythology, and politics to investigate the

meaning--and the power--of the Statue of Liberty; enjoyable to read, stimulating, and

sometimes inspiring.” (Elaine Pagels, Ph.D., professor of religion at Princeton University and

author of The Gnostic Gospel)“This book is an eye opener! Much of our history has been

edited out of what we’ve been taught, giving us a distorted view not only of our past but of the

possibilities for our future. By revealing how the power to give and nurture life symbolized by

female figures inspired many of our democratic ideals, this wonderful book enlightens and

empowers us at this critical time when we urgently need new ways of thinking about our

world.” (Riane Eisler, author of The Chalice and the Blade)“The words on the Statue of Liberty

base: ‘Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe free . . .’ reflect

indigenous and feminine values of nurturing, caretaking, welcoming; ‘I lift my torch . . .’ a

symbol of bringing light and consciousness. I marvel at the weave, depth, coverage, and yet

readability of this very well-researched book. How wonderful it would be to have a couple of its

chapters excerpted into a text for American history, a high school required course.” (Jean



Shinoda Bolen, M.D., author of Goddesses in Everywoman)“The Secret Life of Lady Liberty is

an in-depth, intriguing, and insightful examination of mythic, spiritual, social justice, and

political dimensions of Lady Liberty as Goddess of Freedom and Her connections with other

iconic Divine Feminine forms in the USA and beyond.” (Selena Fox, senior minister and high

priestess of Circle Sanctuary and founder of the Lady Liberty L)“As the daughter of a Clan

Mother, a true matriarch and descendant of those intrepid women leaders of the famed

Iroquois Confederacy, I deeply appreciate the work of Hieronimus and Cortner in bringing to

light the central role of those we call ‘lifegivers.’ For those around the world seeking the source

of feminism, life, liberty, and justice for all, I highly recommend The Secret Life of Lady

Liberty.” (Joanne Shenandoah, Ph.D., Haudenosaunee (Iroquois Confederacy) and Grammy

Award--winning singer)“No other figure today exemplifies patriotic esotericism more than

Robert Hieronimus--and in this historical feast of a book he and his longtime collaborator Laura

Cortner lay out a vision of the meaning, myth, and purpose behind America’s most iconic

symbol. The authors sweep away conspiracism and in its place leave us with a resplendent

vision of the centrality of Lady Liberty in our inner life and ideals as one people united.” (Mitch

Horowitz, PEN Award-winning author of Occult America)“This book takes an important step by

pointing out that goddess traditions need to be examined and revised for what they can teach

us in this age of male domination and the exploitation of nature. Filled with fascinating historical

facts and mythological sagas, this work points the way toward an extension of the American

Revolution to social and spiritual changes that are crucially needed in the 21st century. This

book is rooted in the past but, like the torch of Lady Liberty itself, is a beacon meant to

illuminate the future.” (Stanley Krippner, Ph.D., coauthor of Personal Mythology)“There are

many books on women’s struggle for equality but most of them ignore the actual roots of this

worldwide movement. Hieronimus and Cortner set the record straight. This is a remarkable

story told with style, humor, and keen insights based upon exceptional scholarship. A new pillar

in the study of the struggle for women’s rights.” (Douglas George-Kanentiio, Akwesasne

Mohawk and vice president of the Hiawatha Institute for Indigeno)The French sculptor Auguste

Bartholdi drew on many sources for his creation of the Statue of Liberty, gifted by France to the

USA and erected on Liberty Island in New York Harbor, the construction completed in 1886. In

his research, Bartholdi visited the USA and came to understand the status of women and their

reverence in Native American societies. This is a subject dear to the hearts of Dr Robert

Hieronimus and Laura Cortner, long-time associates in alternative radio and authorship (see

The United Symbolism of America, 15/05). The authors reveal that when Native American

leaders were in peace negotiations with European settlers, they asked "Where are your

women?" They already had a goddess culture, and its symbolism along with that of Neolithic,

Greek, Roman, British and other models inspired the sculptor to create a Lady Liberty to

personify America and her destiny. In fact, in the early days of the colony an American goddess

was emerging in public art. The Statue served to embrace the nation and provide a

conscience, and its symbolism was taken up by women's suffrage activists and the later

feminist movement. This captivating book, with a wealth of archival material, restates the

importance of women and their intrinsic roles in peacekeeping, nurturing and environmental

stewardship--roles that need to be shared between the sexes. (Nexus)Excerpt. © Reprinted by

permission. All rights reserved.3What the Statue of Liberty Learned from the Indian

PrincessThomas Paine wrote about the Goddess of Liberty in his 1775 poem “The Liberty

Tree” in which he describes her coming down from the sky to plant the tree of liberty--a Native

American concept. When the Colonial artists put their hands to it, the Indian Princess was

seen everywhere, supported by the Liberty goddess and surrounded by many other



supplemental goddesses representing wisdom, abundance, and victory. The lines between

them began to blur as the Indian Princess started wearing Liberty’s clothes and carrying her

implements. Once the nation was born, the Indian Princess/Liberty really exploded in

popularity. The brand new U.S. government used a refined version of the Indian Princess as

the symbol for themselves on all but one of the earliest Congressional medals.For a short while

in U.S. history, the brightest minds of the Revolutionary generation saw themselves as this

Indian Princess. They were not ashamed to emulate the Native Americans and acknowledge

how much they owed to them. From our modern perspective, it’s hard to appreciate the

dominant influence the Indians had over the Colonists during this era. In the generations before

the Revolution, the Indians controlled the balance of power betweenthe French and the British.

Indians controlled all the key routes for commerce and negotiation.The discovery of a

community of self-governing Indians in an uncorrupted natural environment was the spark

needed to set the Age of Enlightenment in motion. Philosophers like Locke, Rousseau, and

Voltaire started writing about “man in his natural state,” referring to the Native Americans and

their realization of individual liberty. As Locke put it: “In the Beginning all the World was

America.” Rousseau said, “The state reached by most of the savage nations known to us . . .

[is] the state least subject to revolutions, the best state for man.”23 Europeans feared the

Native Americans, but grew to admire them as well, and learning about them led the great

European philosophers to challenge the age-old hierarchical control of the church and state,

which eventually culminated in the American Revolution.The most convincing evidence is to

see these opinions in the words of the founders themselves. John Adams wrote in his Defence

of the Constitutions in 1787 that the U.S. Constitution was their attempt to “set up a

government of . . . modern Indians.” The Second Continental Congress invited 21 Iroquois

sachems to observe the debates over independence in May and June of 1776. The Indians

camped out in the room above Congress on the second floor. At the end of this observation

period, they gave John Hancock, the president of the Congress, an Indian name, Karanduan,

or the Great Tree, likening him to their own Great Law of Peace, the central hub around which

all their law radiated.The Great Law of Peace and the Council of the Clan MothersThe Iroquois

tell of a Peacemaker prophet who walked the lands many years ago trying to convince the

warring nations to give up their blood feud ways and bury the hatchet under the Tree of Peace.

Deganawidah is said to have spoken through Aionwatha, and with the help of the first Clan

Mother Jikonsahseh, who convinced her people to listen to the prophetic words, they

established the Great Law of Peace. The oral traditions recount this happened on a date in late

summer on which an eclipse occurred, and Seneca Barbara Alice Mann collaborated with

astronomer Jerry Fields at the University of Toledo to pinpoint the very year. Combining

astronomical data with oral traditions Mann and Fields have confirmed the Iroquois Great Law

of Peace was enacted in A.D. 1142. This means there has been a representational form of

government keeping the peace over a wide expanse of the Americas for hundreds of years

before Columbus was even born.The role of the Clan Mothers is compared to that of the

Supreme Court in the U.S. design. That is because the Clan Mothers made all the most

important and final decisions in their society. The reason the Great Law of Peace system

worked so well for the League of the Iroquois, and for so long, but has worked only partially

well for the Euro-Americans and for only 200 some years, is because the Euro-Americans left

out the women, the family and the concept of living in relationship with the Earth. The Iroquois

system had a second tier under their confederation, which was ignored or not perceived as

important to the framers of the Constitution. That second tier was the Clan system of families,

and the Clan system was ruled by the women. Attention to spirituality and relationship were left



out of government decision-making when the women of the American Revolution were not

invited to inherit the powerful role the Iroquois reserved for their Clan Mothers. Perhaps the

men of the Revolutionary generation believed they could handle only one revolution at a

time.The elevated status of women among the Iroquois was not unknown to the Revolutionary

generation, however. Barbara Alice Mann points to the earliest Jesuit reports on contact with

the Iroquois in the early 1700s, where they observed the women’s power: “Nothing is more real

than the women’s superiority. It is they who really maintain the tribe, the nobility of blood, the

genealogical tree, the order of generations and conservation of the families. In them resides all

the real authority . . . they are the soul of the councils, the arbiters of peace and war; they hold

the taxes and the public treasure; it is to them that the captives are entrusted; they arrange the

marriages; the children are under their authority; and the order of succession is founded on

their blood.” --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the AuthorRobert Hieronimus,

Ph.D. is an internationally known historian, visual artist, and radio host and has appeared on

History, Discovery, BBC, and National Geographic. The host of 21st Century Radio, he lives in

Maryland. Laura E. Cortner has co-authored previous titles with Robert Hieronimus including

Founding Fathers, Secret Societies and United Symbolism of America. Her work appears

regularly in periodicals like UFO Magazine, FATE Magazine, and several Beatles publications.

She is the director of the Ruscombe Mansion Community Health Center and lives in Maryland.

--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Telfax: 41609709; E-mail: theartwaves@gmail.comPrefaceJaimini astrology is unique and a

fascinating branch of astrology. Although it is available in Parashar text books yet it is different

from Parashar system. It is sad that such wonderful system is not widely used by astrologers.

One of the reasons may the complicity of presentation. The application of Jaimini on the

practical use is not very clear from the available material on the subject. This presentation is a

humble attempt in this direction. The efforts of respected K. N. Rao are path breaking and are

the first of its kind. He made this subject usable even for astrologers with minimum knowledge

of astrology.The easy way is provided by Jaimini astrology to time the events and give

prediction where the time of birth is not accurate. The birth ascendant sign is correct and the

chara karaka are not changing. In such cases Jaimini is very useful.The subject is given in

easy to understand step by step manner. Important Jaimini dasha are illustrated with

examples.My thanks to Mr. Narendra Sagar for taking pains to publish this book so that it is

available to astrology lovers. I seek forgiveness for any errors and request the readers to

please inform me for correction.V. P. Goelvinodpgoel@rediffmail.comContentsChpt. �Description �

PageNo. �No.Preface v1. Basics 12. Argala

253. Chara Dasha 394. Mandook Dasha 675.

Sthira & Brahma Dasha 1006. Narayan Dasha 1247.

Navamsha Dasha 1398. Narayan Shoola Dasha (NSD) 1629.

Trikon Dasha 17910. Atmanadi Dasha 213Chapter

01BasicsJaimini system of astrology is a unique. It is different from the general system of

astrology which is Parashar system. Jaimini system has its advantages. When any astrologer

combines the two systems then he can have a wider understanding of astrology.There are few

basic differences between Jaimini and Parashar system and these are listed below. These are

different approach to the same problem. In a way these are not different astrology but are

different approach.1. The aspects are based on signs and not planets. The planets

aspects along with its sign and not independently.2. The significator or karakas are fixed

in Parashar system. The karakas are variable in Jaimini.3. The signs are synonymous with

houses in Jaimini. In Parashar the house and sign are distinct.4. Most of dasha in

Parashar are dependent on the longitude of moon. The dasha of Jaimini are not based on

moon.5. The calculation of strength of planets and houses are elaborate in Parashar and

need detail calculations. This calculation is simple in Jaimini.6. Concept of Karkamsha is

unique.7. Effect of argala is important in Jaimini.AspectsThe aspects are through the

signs and not the planets. The signs are movable, fixed and common. All movable sign aspects

the fixed signs except the adjoining fixed sign. All fixed signs aspects the movable signs except

the adjoining movable sign. All common signs aspects the other common signs.Akin to seventh

aspect of Parashar the aspect to the farthest sign can be considered strongest in Jaimini. Thus

the aspect of Aries is strongest on Scorpio and vice versa.The Jaimini aspects are

mutual.Aspecting SignAspected SignsAriesLeo, Scorpio, AquariusTaurusCancer, Libra,



CapricornGeminiVirgo, Sagittarius, PiscesCancerTaurus, Scorpio, AquariusLeoAries, Libra,

CapricornVirgoGemini, Sagittarius, PiscesLibraTaurus, Leo, AquariusScorpioAries, Cancer,

CapricornSagittariusGemini, Virgo, PiscesCapricornTaurus, Leo, ScorpioAquariusAries,

Cancer, LibraPiscesGemini, Virgo, SagittariusExample chartAk �AmK �BK �MK �PK �GK �DKMa �Su �Mo �Ve �

Me �Sa �JuThe aspects of planets are now given for the example chart.PlanetsAspects on

planetsSunMoon and MarsMoonSun and SaturnMarsSun and SaturnMercuryNilJupiterVenus

and RahuVenusJupiter and KetuSaturnMoon and MarsRahuJupiter and KetuKetuVenus and

RahuKarakasThe karakas change with each horoscope. These are decided on the longitude of

planets (without sign). These karakas are very important feature and play a significant role in

Jaimini astrology. There are seven karakas inJaimini astrology. Thus seven planets except

Rahu and Ketu can become karakas of any horoscope.1. Atma karaka (AK). The planet

having the highest longitude in any sign is the Atma karaka. It is the most important planet of

the horoscope and is like king. The strength and placement of AK generally indicates the

strength of horoscope. It represents soul, self, physical appearance, first house.2. Amatya

karaka (Amk). Planet which gets the next higher longitude in any sign is called Amatya karaka.

He is like prime minister and rules the karmas. It represents second and tenth house, career,

wealth, social status, advisers. It is death giver to spouse and self.3. Bhatri karaka (BK).

Planet getting longitude next to Amk is the Bhatri karaka. He is significator of co born and

father. It is significator of third and ninth house, Guru, preceptors. It can cause happiness or

harm to parents.4. Matri karaka (MK). Planet having next higher longitude to BK is the

Matri karaka. MK is the significator of fourth house and stand for mother, home, conveyance

and happiness etc. It indicates schooling, property, change of residence, culture and is maraca

for father.5. Putra karaka (PK). Planet with next higher longitude to MK is the Putra karaka.

The fifth house affairs are under its purview. It represents intelligence, higher education,

creativity, good luck, students and changes in profession.6. Gnati karaka (GK). Planet next

to MK in the terms of longitude becomes the Gnati karaka. It is a significator of relations,

external sources and is the trouble maker also. Spiritual sadhana, diseases,arguments, service

problems, healing and healer and rivals are represted by it. Houses under its preview are sixth,

eighth and twelfth.7. Dara karaka (DK). Planet having least longitude is Dara karaka. It

governs spouse, partners and is giver of death. It governs matters of seventh house.Sages

have given an option to use eight karakas also. This option is exercised when any two planets

attain same longitude. This is a very rare possibility if we take the longitude in seconds or even

fraction of seconds. Some authors take the longitude up to minutes only and hence this

confusion. It is suggested by the authors that we take Rahu in such eventuality. We are sticking

to seven karakas only as it gives good results. The situation to have eight karaka is not

possible.The karakas for the chart given above are now tabulated.KarakaPlanetAtma karaka

(AK)MarsAmatya Karaka (Amk)SunBhatri karaka (BK)MoonMatri karaka (MK)VenusPutra

karaka (PK)MercuryGnati karaka (GK)SaturnDara karaka (DK)JupiterPada or ArudhaArudha

are worked out with the relation of a sign and the sign lord of a house. The Arudha of a house

is as many signs away from the lord as its lord is away from house. Count from the house to its

lord. Again count the same number from the lord. The resulting sign is the Arudha of the house.

In the example chart we find theArudha of lagna. The lagna lord Mercury is in ninth house.

Count nine from Mercury to get Capricorn which is the Arudha of lagna. Similarly the Arudha of

fifth house is Cancer.The Arudha of each house is tabulated for the example

chart.HouseArudha fall inFirstFifthSecondTwelfthThirdThirdFourthTenthFifthEleventhSixthTenth

SeventhSeventhEighthTenthNinthFifthTenthEighthEleventhSeventhTwelfthFourthThe Arudha of

first house is also called lagan Arudha or paka lagna. The Arudha of twelfth house is called UP



pada. Jaimini recommends use of up pada for all relations.We are not using exceptions for

calculating the Arudha.When we take a strict mathematical view to calculate the Arudha of any

house, we should take the actual difference of house longitude to the longitude of lord. We add

this difference to the longitude of lord. The result will be the Arudha of house. In the example

chart the Arudha of eighth house is Gemini. We now do the exact calculation. The longitudinal

difference between Mars andeighth house (0s – 1d – 53m) is 7s – 21d – 9m. Adding this to

Mars we get the Arudha as 3s – 14d – 11m. Now the Arudha of eighth house is Cancer in

eleventh house. This needs further research. We are going with the general method of

counting to full house only. Actually the longitude of house is also not well defined.Karkamsha

lagna (KL)Karkamsha lagna is a unique concept of Jaimini astrology. It is treated as the prime

lagna and is considered more important than the lagna. Karkamsha lagna is the sign occupied

by Atma karaka in navamsha. This sign is marked as KL in the birth horoscope. All planets of

birth chart remain in their respective signs. This chart is called Karkamsha chart. The

Karkamsha horoscope is the promise with which you are born.SwamshaSwamsha is the sign

occupied by Atma karaka in navamsha. The Swamsha is seen in the navamsha chart

only.Jaimini YogaLike Parashar astrology, Jaimini astrology is having yoga. Mainly the raj yoga

is given to assess the level of horoscope and achievements in life. First we discuss the raj

yoga.1. The conjunction or mutual aspect between the following is Jaimini yoga. These

are,a. Atma karakab. Amatya karakac. Putra karakad. Dara karakae.

Lord of 5th house from lagnaThese combinations will make ten yoga. These can be listed as

under. These are formed by conjunction or aspect between them.a. AK + Amkb. AK +

Pkc. AK + Dkd. AK + 5th lorde. Amk + Pkf. Amk + Dkg. Amk + 5th

lordh. Pk + DkI. Pk + 5th lordj. Dk + 5th lord2. Conjunction or mutual aspect of

Venus and Moon.3. Moon aspected by many planets is an excellent yoga.4. If same

planet is aspecting bhava lagna, hora lagna and ghatika lagna, then it gives raj yoga. The

person has status, money and lives like a king.5. If one planet is aspecting same house in

D1, D3, D9 then the person is prosperous.6. When Mars, Venus and Ketu are in three/

eleven from each other and aspects each other then it gives success and fame. This is called

Vaithanika yoga.7. When the 2nd, 4th and 5th house from Amk has auspicious planets. It

gives high status.8. Amk is placed in 3rd or 6th house with any of Mars, Sun, Saturn,

Rahu or Ketu. This gives professionalsuccess. Even with aspect of any of them on Amk is an

indicator of professional skill and success.9. When there are equal number of planets in

lagna and fourth house then one gets happiness.10. It is important to check the yoga in

navamsha also. If the number of yoga increases in navamsha then gets success and desired

results without much efforts.11. When Amk is in angles, trines or 11th house from AK in birth

chart or in navamsha, it gives success with less effort.12. Placement of Amk in trik houses

from AK is not welcome. It gives success after hard work. This is true in navamsha also.13.

When any karaka is afflicted it creates trouble for its significations.14. When any karaka is

having benefic association or aspect then they promise benefic results.ArgalaArgala is

discussed in a separate chapter.Lagna, Karkamsha lagna and Pada lagnaJaimini has given

that results are seen from Karkamsha lagna. He further says that these can be seen from

lagna and pada lagna also. We will confirm the results from any of them. But what is the

difference? Karkamsha is a unique concept of Jaimini and have been given importance. Lagna

is the primary chart and is the wish and will of a person. Pada lagna is the reflection of lagna.

We can infer that the promise from Karkamsha is the real inner quality. It shows the true picture

of the chart. Lagna shows the aspirations of a person. Itindicates the desires of the horoscope

holder. Pada lagna is the reflection for outside world. This is the image of a person as



perceived by others. For example when second house from Karkamsha lagan is strong then

person is really wealthy. When the second house from lagna is strong the person wants to be

wealthy. When second house from pada lagna is strong the person is seen as wealthy by his

friends and relations. Any person if wealthy from pada lagna but poor from Karkamsha lagna

then it is show business.In the example chart of Indira Gandhi we have argala from lagna. We

consider the Karkamsha lagna to see the real potential of horoscope. The Karkamsha lagna is

Capricorn. Jupiter is causing unobstructed argala. Jupiter is aspecting Capricorn. Both

conditions are met. The person is really famous.When Pada lagna is lagna itself, the person is

considered famous by outside world also.Strength of planets and signsPlanetary

strengthMaharishi Jaimini prescribes five sources of planetary strength in UPDESHA sutra.1.

MooltrikonaThis strength is given according to the status enjoyed by a planet in the

horoscope such as exaltation etc. The strength in numerical terms is as under;Condition of the

PlanetStrengthExaltation60 unitsMooltrikona45 unitsOwn sign30 unitsFriends sign22.5

unitsNeutral sign15 unitsEnemy sign7.5 unitsDebilitation3.75 unitsThis placement is the

naisargika or the permanent relationship between planets. We give the table for the permanent

relationship between planets for ready reference.PlanetFriendNeutralEnemySunMoon, Mars,

JupiterMercuryVenus, SaturnMoonSun, MercuryMars, Venus, Jupiter, SaturnNoneMarsSun,

Moon, JupiterVenus, SaturnMercuryMercurySun, VenusMars, Jupiter, SaturnMoonJupiterSun,

Moon, MarsSaturnMercury, VenusVenusMercury, SaturnMars, JupiterSun,

MoonSaturnMercury, VenusJupiterSun, Moon, Mars2. KarakaThis strength depends upon

the assumption of Chara karkatwa by a planet in Jaimini scheme of seven

karaka.KarakaStrengthAtma Karaka (AK)60 unitsAmatya Karaka (Amk)45 unitsBhatri Karaka

(BK)30 unitsMatri Karaka (MK)22.5 unitsPutra Karaka (PK)15 unitsGnati Karaka (GK)7.5

unitsDara Karaka (DK)3.75 units3. KendriyaThis strength arises from the house occupied

by a planet in relation with Atma Karaka planet. A planet occupying Kendra (angular) position is

strongest.PositionStrengthKendra from AK60 unitsPanaphara from AK30 unitsApolikima from

AK15 units4. KartariWhen a planet is placed in an odd sign and is in Kartari, then it gets

60 units of strength. When placed in even sign and in Kartari then it gets no strength. Thus the

two conditions to be fulfilled are,1. It is placed in an odd sign. (Aries, Gemini, Leo, Libra,

Sagittarius, Aquarius)2. It is in Kartari. (Kartari arises when there are planets in 2nd and

12th house from the planet. We are including Rahu and Ketu also in formation of Kartari on a

planet. We are taking them in aspects and for predictive purposes)5. AdhipatiWhen a

planet is the lord of an odd sign and is in conjunction or aspect of a malefic, it gets strength of

60 units. We include Rahu and Ketu for making a conjunction or aspect with a planet. Except

moon all planets can acquire this strength.Strength of signs (Rashi BALA)There are five

sources of strength for signs. These are divided in two categories, permanent and temporary.A.

PermanentThis strength arises from the nature of signs. All common signs get 60 units of

strength. All fixed signs get 30 units of strength and the movable signs get15 units. The

common signs are Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius and Pisces. The fixed signs are Taurus, Leo,

Scorpio and Aquarius. The movable signs are Aries, Cancer, Libra and Capricorn.B.

TemporaryA sign on different considerations in a particular horoscope acquires this strength.

There are four sources of this strength.1. KarakaA Jaimini karaka occupying a sign

provides its strength to the sign. Any sign not occupied by a karaka gets zero. If more than one

karaka occupy a sign, their units are added. The units assigned to each karaka are as

under.KarakaStrengthAtma Karaka60 unitsAmatya Karaka45 unitsBhatri Karaka30 unitsMatri

Karaka22.5 unitsPutra Karaka15 unitsGnati Karaka7.5 unitsDara Karaka3.75 units2.

SthanaMore planets in a sign make it stronger. When there is no planets in a sign then that



sign do not get this strength. Rahu and Ketu are also considered.Number of

planetsStrengthOne60 unitsTwo75 unitsThree90 unitsFour105 unitsFive120 unitsSix135

unitsSeven150 unitsEight165 units3. AspectAny sign containing or aspected by Jupiter,

Mercury or its lord gets 60 units for each aspect or conjunction. If all three of these aspect or

conjoin any sign it gets 180 units. Any sign not having these gets zero.4. Strength of

lordFinally the strength of the lord of the sign is added to the strength of sign.The strength of

Graha and Rashi are calculated for the example horoscope and are tabulated below.Example;

DOB – 4th May 1969, POB Almora, TOB 15.00Ak �AmK �BK �MK �PK �GK �DKMa �Su �Mo �Ve �Me �Sa �

JuTable Graha BalaPlanetMooltrikonaKarakaKendriyaKartariAdhipatiTotalSun-

AMK6045156060240Moon-BK3.7530600093.75Mars-AK306060060210Mercury-

PK22.515600097.5Jupiter-DK7.53.7530060101.25Venus-MK6022.530060172.5Saturn-

GK3.757.5156060146.25Table Rashi BalaPerma--nentKarakaSthanaAspect

JupiterMercuryOwn lordStrength of lordTotalARI1545  7.5750060210412.5TAU3015600060172.

5337.5GEM6000600097.5217.5CAN15000606093.75228.75LEO30000060240330VIR603.756

0600097.5281.25LIB15000600172.5247.5SCO3030  60750060210465SAG600060060101.252

81.25CAP15000600146.25221.25AQU30000060146.25236.25PIS6022.56060060101.25363.7

5BrahmaBrahma is the creator and every horoscope must have a Brahma. The method of

finding Brahma is given.1. The lord of eighth house from AK if placed in eighth house from

AK is the Brahma.2. If this condition is not present in the horoscope then follow the

method given below.a. Work out the strength of lagna and seventh house sign.b.

Note the lords of 6th, 8th and 12th house from stronger of the lagna and 7th house.c.

Work out the strength of these three lords.d. The strongest of the three is selected as

Brahma.e. If Saturn qualifies for the role of Brahma then ignore it and select the next

stronger as Brahma.MaheswaraMaheswara is Shiva and is the strongest Rudra.Following is

the method advised by Jaimini.1. The lord of eighth house from AK is Maheswara.2.

If this lord is exalted then consider the twelfth lord from AK also.3. Compare the strength

of these two planets. The stronger of the two becomes Maheswara.4. Saturn can become

Maheswara.Rudra1. Compare the strength of 8th and 2nd lord from lagna. The stronger of

the two becomes Rudra.2. When weaker of the two receive aspect of malefic then it

becomes Rudra.What happens when the stronger also receive malefic association or aspect?

It is logical that the stronger will be Rudra in such cases.Jaimini Hora lagna or Vridhi Karaka

Hora Lagna (VKHL)The method of Calculating VKHL is given. This hora lagna is used for

calculation of longevity and not for yoga.1. For birth in day time, calculate duration of day

(Dinman) and for night birth, calculate duration of night (Ratriman).2. Divide the Dinman

or Ratriman by 12. This is called one hora or Q1.3. Find the time interval from Sun rise to

the time of birth.4. Divide this time interval by Q1.5. The quotient gives the number of

hora completed. This is the sign completed.6. Multiply the figures after decimal by 30 to

get degrees and minutes. This is the degree and minutes of completed hora.7. If the

bhava lagna is odd, then add the completed number of hora to Bhava lagna to get the

VKHL.8. If the Bhava lagna is even then subtract the completed number of hora from

Bhava lagna to get the VKHL.Note: By definition, all twelve signs in hora rise from Sun rise to

Sun set and then from Sun set to sun rise, Also the duration of day and night are not equal

always.So there is a need to correctly work out the hora lagna mathematically.Example 2 JFK

JuniorDOB – 25 Nov 1960, TOB – 00:19, POB Washington DC.Sun Set 24 Nov 16-47 �Sun rise

next day – 7:03. Sun rise – 7:01, Lagna – Leo 18 deg. 3 min.1. Birth is in night. The

duration of night is Sun rise (next day) – Sun set = 14H 16m.2. Dividing this by 12 we get

= 1.189 = Q13. Time interval from sunrise = TOB-sun rise =17H – 18m or 17.3 Hrs.4.



Divide this by Q1 or 1.189. The result is 14.55.6. Multiply 0.55 by 30. We get 16.5

degrees. The hora completed is 14 s – 16 deg. 30 min.7. The bhava lagna is odd. Adding

the hora completed to the longitude of lagna we get 7 s – 4 deg. 33 min. and get Scorpio 4 deg.

33 min. as VKHL.Parashar Hora LagnaHora lagna means that one sign rises in one hour. The

numbers of hours from Sun rise to the time of birth are the number of hora.(a) Note the time

of birth in IST/ZST.(b) Note the time of Sun rise for the day of birth and at the place of birth in

IST.(c) Find the time difference between the two (a-b).d) �The hours so arrived are the

completed signs of hora.(e) Divide the minutes by 2 to get the degrees (30 degrees of a sign

are completed in 60 M of time). The steps’and ‘e’ gives the hora completed from sun rise to

birth time.(f) If the bhava lagna is odd, then add this hora completed to the longitude of Sun.

(g) If bhava lagna is even, then add the hora completed to the longitude of bhava lagna

(ascendant)The result is Parashar hora lagna.Example-Morarji DesaiCalculation of hora

lagna(a) Time of birth is 13 H – 27 M(b) Time of Sun rise06 H – 51 M(c) Time difference

06 H – 36 M(d) The hora completed is- 6s(e) The degrees completed are 36/2 – 18°-00’.

The completed hora are 6s-18°-00’(f) The Bhava lagna is odd, we add this to the longitude

of Sun at birth i.e. (7s-09°-38’) + (6s-18°-00’)= 1s-27-38’ or Taurus 27°-38’Note. This method

may not work for assessing Jaimini yoga. We should add the completed hora to the longitude

of Sun to get the hora lagna irrespective of lagna is odd or even.Ghatika LagnaGhatika lagna is

arrived by making one sign rise in one ghati. One ghati is of 24 minutes. The method is as

under;1. Deduct the time of Sun rise on the day of birth from the time of birth. Convert it

into hours.2. Multiply this by 75. The result is the completed degrees of ghatika lagna.

Convert it into sign, degree and minutes.3. Add this to the longitude of Sun to get Ghatika

lagna.Example Morarji Desai1. The time interval of birth and Sun rise is 06 H and 36 M. It

is 6.60.2. Multiply by 75 and get 495. This is 16 s 15 deg.3. Add this to longitude of

Sun. We get 11s 24 deg. 38 min. as ghatika lagnaVarnada LagnaThe Varnada lagna

calculation is done to arrive at the Varnada dasha. This lagna is calculated from birth lagna

and Parashar hora lagna.1. If birth lagna is odd then count from Aries to the birth lagna. If

birth lagna is even then count from Pisces to birth lagna in reverse order. Let it be A.2.

Similarly count for Hora lagna from Aries or Pisces. Let it be B.3. When lagan and hora

lagan are both odd or even then add A and B. Let it be C.4. When lagna and hora lagna

are different, one odd and other even, then find The difference between A and B. Let it be C.5.

Now count C from Aries when birth lagna is odd or from Pisces when birth lagna is even.6.

The sign so arrived is the Varnada lagna.7. In similar way we can work out Varnada

lagna for all houses. Now treat the house from birth lagna andhora lagna as ascendant. For 4th

house take 4th from birth and hora lagna as ascendant.We take the example of Morarji as

given in calculation of Parashar hora.1. The birth lagna is Gemini and hora lagna is

Virgo.2. Counting from Aries to Gemini gives us 3 as A.3. Counting from Pisces to

Virgo gives us 7 as B.4. These are odd and even. We take difference. It comes to 4.5.

Count 4 from Aries.6. Cancer is the Varnada lagna.Dwara RashiDwara Rashi is the sign

of dasha under consideration. In any Rashi dasha say Scorpio dasha is running then Scorpio is

termed as Dwara Rashi.Bahya RashiIt is the sign removed as far from the Dwara Rashi as

Dwara Rashi is away from lagna. For example lagna is Gemini and dasha is Scorpio. Scorpio is

6th from lagna. Then 6th sign from Scorpio is Aries. Thus Aries is the bahya

Rashi.ExaminationThe parameters available for analysis of a dasha are,1. The dasha

sign.2. The Chara karakas. The navamsha sign of a karaka is also important.3. Lord

of sign which is under consideration.4. Position of Padas.5. Yogas and aspect of

planets. The aspects carry the significations of lordship and karaka. This combinations of



karaka produce different results.6. Argala.Some rules for examination of dasha are now

given.1. A good approach is to make the sign of running dasha as lagna and check its

relation with above factors. A good placement and aspect of karaka from dasha gives good

results of the karaka significations.2. Events will happen in the sign of pada and the sign

of the karaka. For example if Jupiter is Dk then events related to marriage happens in the

dasha of Sagittarius or Pisces. This can also happen in the sign of exaltation or debilitation

Jupiter. In case Jupiter is also related to these signs then it is almost confirmed. The position of

7th pada from dasha sign will clinch the prediction.3. Lord of a house under consideration

plays an important role. The relation and placement of the lord from dasha sign, house pada

and the house is seen. The lord of house will meet any of the following conditions.a. The

lord is the chara karaka of the event.b. The lord is aspecting dasha sign or the house of

event.This principle is disclosed for the first time in this book. It is an important tool which is not

discussed by any author till date.We take an example to illustrate this rule.Example Queen

Elizabeth II DOB 21 April 1926, TOB 02.48, POB London ConleyAk �AmK �BK �MK �PK �GK �DKJu �Ma �

Ve �Mo �Me �Su �Sa1. Her younger sister was born on 21 August 1930. The chara dasha was

Scorpio/ Aquarius. Scorpio or third from Scorpio is not related to Bk. The important point is the

lord of third house from Scorpio. It is Saturn and Saturn is placed in Scorpio. This is the correct

explanation. Aquarius has Bk. Third pada is also in Scorpio.2. We check another event.

She was married on 20 November 1947 in the chara dasha of Cancer/ Aries. Lord of seventh

from Cancer is Saturn. Saturn is aspecting Cancer. Pada of seventh house is in Cancer. Here

Saturn is also Dk and doubly confirms the event. From Aries the seventh lord Venus aspects

Aries along with Saturn.3. Prince Charles was born on 14 November 1948 in Cancer/

Pisces. Fifth lord from Cancer is Mars. Mars is aspecting Scorpio the fifth from Cancer. Pisces

has Pk.4. Princes Anne was born on 15 August 1950 in Cancer/ Capricorn. Second child

is seen fromseventh house. The lord of 7th house is Saturn and is aspecting Capricorn.5.

Prince Andrew was born on 19 February 1960 in Gemini/ Aquarius. Venus is the lord of fifth

house from Gemini. Venus is aspecting Aquarius. Gemini is also aspected by Pk

Mercury.6. She became queen on 2 June 1952 in the dasha of Cancer. From Cancer the

lord of ninth and tenth are conjoined. They are also AK and Amk.The lord of concerned house

is important.It is difficult to time the events from relation of karaka only with the dasha. We have

number of cases where the events do not happen in a dasha where the karaka is related. We

are confused by the fact that in any Maha dasha at least four Antar dasha will make relation

with karaka. If we include navamsha position the problem is now manifold. If we include up

pada to time the events of relations then almost all dasha will promise the results.Chapter

02Argala in PredictionArgalaArgala is an important consideration in deciding the mutual

relation of houses, signs and the planets. The real picture emerges when we apply the Argala.

It helps in correct assessment of the horoscope and in deciding the results of dasha.Argala

means lock. A lock is used for safe keeping of articles. It can also be used to prevent

something to escape.From any planet or house there are three types of Argala.1. The

planets in 4th, 2nd, and 11th cause Argala. These are countered or obstructed by planets in

10th, 12th and 3rd respectively.2. Planets in 5th also cause Argala. This is countered by

planets in 9th.3. When there are three or more malefic in 3rd house, they cause Vipreet

Argala and is very favorable.4. When the planets causing Argala is stronger than those

obstructing then the former will prevail. This is true for number of planets in both houses.5.

There is no counter for the Argala caused by three planets in third house.6. The Argala

caused by placement of a planet in first one fourth part of the sign is obstructed by planet

placed in fourth quarter of obstructing sign. Similarly 2nd quarter Argala is obstructed by 3rd



quarter placement. This is tabulated below.
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